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Rosemary 

United Kingdom 
372 Posts 

Posted - 01/24/2008 :  14:48:23       

Hi Estherlou, 

I am a parent of a vaccine damaged child 

 

 

At the moment Oscar is using all his energy to recuperate ,so it is 

important for him to rest & please do seek urgent help as Brainduck 

suggested if needed. 

However if later on you still feel concerned about any long term effects 

from the vaccines then you could consider consulting a homeopath also 

with a clinical nutrition background. 

As Brainduck suggested a homeopath with a medical background would be 

ideal. 

 

There are several homeopathic remedies that will antidote an adverse 

reaction to vaccines. 

Plus there are also various vitamins & minerals that will help to boost your 

son's immune system. 

Several vitamins & minerals[based on research] can actually increase T & 

B lymphocyte production eg.improve antibody production. 

 

I wish Oscar a speedy recovery.

GUS THE 

FUSS 

United Kingdom 
467 Posts 

Posted - 01/24/2008 :  16:57:01       

Just thought I would explain to the no brainers(and the one posters of 

today) that shout DOOONNNNTT nd do nothing except criticise and doubt 

whohave no real experience apart from allopathic medical university books 

provided by BIG PHARMA , at best. 

 

estherlou posts @ 10 56 am today. I posted @ 12.56 prior to this the 

posting had been read 26 times. I posted immediately when I read this 

desperate cry for help .Within 23mins TO an hour of posting all the 

doubters and conventional allopaths came to the rescue(joke ) With the 

PHARMA FEAR mantra doooon’t (give me strength) 

 

If any of the PHARMA brainwashed allopaths had any balls and conviction 
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about this subject they would have posted prior to me posting. 

DOOOONNNNTT! and apart from fear.. what else have you done to help 

this mother and very very sick child ?? . 

The dooont advice has exacerbated the problem for sure. 

Everything I have written stands .Above is what I do this is what we will 

continue to do.  

Ant-biotics wipe out all the GOOD and BAD bacteria which form most of 

ones immune system again exacerbating the problem and allowing the 

vaccine to run riot(not to mention mecury and all the other petrochemical 

bi products) . 

Yes antibiotics will stop an infection but I would rather take my babies 

chances with the infection than a wipe of ones immune system any day of 

the week (this we did with strep b frighteners from Gp allopaths during 

our baby girls birth told them to ram it) 

Cod-liver oil(natural ) boosts the immune system and WHO(Im no fan of 

WHO ) use it when administering vaccines! In Africa these days (that 

makes the vaccines ok then I suppose ,NOT!) 

Electro Magnetic Frequencies( EMF ) and Radio Frequencies (RF) The 

mechanism appears to be this:  

children prone to autism have a biological deficiency in terms of 

methylation, meaning they can't clear heavy metals efficiently.  

External exposure to wireless radiation exacerbates that problem by 

closing down the cell membranes, further trapping the metals,  

disrupting intracellular communication and leading to the cascade of 

symptoms we see in autistic kids."  

 

 

Just hope your son recovers ours hasn’t as we never knew what was going 

on at the time WE DO NOW BIG TIME as above 

 

P.S. the puss around the eyes is the bodys immune system trying to expel 

the virus from the vaccine our son had the same except it was coming out 

his ears in a thick green form of snot we gave him the ant-biotics to stop 

this we were told and in turn this stops the body from producing this 

defence mechanism. 

MMR RIP 

 

Edited by - GUS THE FUSS on 01/24/2008 17:08:34

Jenson 

59 Posts 

Posted - 01/24/2008 :  17:29:16     

quote: 

[i]Originally posted by GUS THE FUSS[/i] 

Ant-biotics wipe out all the GOOD and BAD bacteria which form most of ones 

immune system  

 

Bad bacteria do not form part of the immune system, when bad bacteria 

have overwhelmed the immune system as they appear to have for this 

poor boy then they need to be fought with anti-biotics. Whatever your 

position on vaccines it is hard to argue that anti-biotics haven't saved 

many, many lives. 
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Seeking the wisdom of ages

GUS THE 

FUSS 

United Kingdom 
467 Posts 

Posted - 01/24/2008 :  18:25:22       

 

Jenson(Seeking annihilation of the wisdom of ages) 

 

Out of conext sorry !!70% of the immune system is in the gut the rest is 

white and red blood cells including GOOD and BAD bacteria.As for anti 

biotics ... 

 

 

MMR RIP 

 

 

 

summer1971 

8 Posts 

Posted - 01/24/2008 :  22:50:31     

Hi Estherlou, 

My twins had a similar reaction. 

They had their MMRs on the 2nd Jan. Both had high fevers and the 

shivering and blue lips. One of them also had a very peculiar rash, the 

likes of which none of the docs we saw had ever come across. He was 

given antibiotics as it was thought he might have tonsillitis. The other had 

very bad conjunctivitis which cleared up in a few days after starting drops. 

They are both fine now. I hope your little chap recovers quickly. 

xxx 

estherlou 

United Kingdom 
3 Posts 

Posted - 01/25/2008 :  07:59:18     

thanks again for all of the replies, Oscar got more poorly yesterday eve 

and his temp got ridiculously high i took him to the doc who referred us to 

the hosp he was given some stronger doses of brufen and paracetamol 

and monitored for a bit, we're back home now just keeping on top of 

temp, hopefully he's over the worst

Hannah 

United Kingdom 
68 Posts 

Posted - 01/25/2008 :  08:57:07     

quote: 

[i]Originally posted by estherlou[/i] 

[br]thanks again for all of the replies, Oscar got more poorly yesterday eve and his 

temp got ridiculously high i took him to the doc who referred us to the hosp he was 

given some stronger doses of brufen and paracetamol and monitored for a bit, 

we're back home now just keeping on top of temp, hopefully he's over the worst 

 

 

I'm really sorry to hear about your son's reaction to the MMR; it must 

have been scary for you to see this. I hope that he improves and that your 
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GP reports this as an adverse reaction. Contrary to some other opinions 

on this site, when he has recovered from this episode, I would highly 

recommend that you see a homeopath for his general well-being, but find 

one that is recommended. We have a very good one near Farnham in 

Surrey if you're in this area, and her treatment has been the only thing 

that has helped with the vaccine damage to my two eldest sons. 

 

I realise that there are a lot of sites you can look up when trying to help 

your son, but just wanted to point out that there are a lot of new posters 

on this site who have no experience whatsoever of vaccine damage to 

their own children and I would be very wary of taking their advice. Those 

of us who have seen our children have reactions to vaccines want to make 

sure that other parents are aware of what can happen - sadly some people 

here do not give a stuff about these babies and will tell you to continue 

having vaccines. I cannot continue to recommend this site while these 

people are allowed to take it over. 

 

I sincerely hope that Oscar makes a full recovery though. 

 

Hannah 

laura_c_a 

174 Posts 

Posted - 01/26/2008 :  15:59:49     

I too hope that Oscar makes a full recovery. 

 

Please take the time to read the other posts on this website, even the 

ones from previous years. I began posting in 2005 following the diagnosis 

of a relative. My views haven't changed and they still stand today. 

Sometimes I feel I'm going round in circles with respect to this forum! 

However, I will always appreciate the help and support I've found on 

JABS. 

 

Think carefully about vaccination and consider who truly cares about 

Oscar and your other children, if any. Keep reading, keep investigating 

and keep asking questions and most importantly, keep yourself informed. 

Because no one else will do that for you. 

Also ask yourself the following: Cui Bono? Who benefits?
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